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Belize, held in San Ignacio on Wednesday
VER B A T I M - 9;OO a.m.

Hon. V.H. Courtenay, in the Chair

■* r

»1

1
Chairma^: This- is a Meeting of the Joint Select
Committee of the National Assembly and I would like to 
make very brief comments, about the way we should proceed.

First of all, this is a procedure of the 
National Assembly, a Committee of the National Assembly, 
and we proceed out of the authority which was given by 
the National Assembly. The authority which we were given 
was to consider and report on the White Paper. That is 
what is before us. And we were also given authority, in 
fact, a command to canvass the opinions of organizations 
and people throughout the country. I would, therefore, 
be grateful if the submissions were related to the subject 
over which we have authority, namely, the White Paper. 
That 4s point number one.

Point number two. The rules of the 
National Assembly provide that the proceedings of any 
meeting of any Committee may not be published until the 
report of the Committee has been made to the National 
Assembly, so that if any member of the Press is present 
I would wish him or her to take this into account and to 
be aware that failure to observe this rule might put that 
person in contempt of the National Assembly, the conse
quences of which I do not propose to go into.

Now, the Committee proposes to hear sub
missions and I would wish to offer deference to the Minister 
whom I see in our midst, and I will ask the Clerk to take 
a list of other persons who would wish to come forward, 
will ask them to come inside the'Bar so that we can do two 
things: hear them properly and take a tape recording of 
every word which they say because we must produce to the 
House a verbatim report of what takes place. 
Mr. Minister.
HON. A. SHOMAN: Mr. Chairman, I thank you. And first of 
all, I would like to welcome the Joint Select Committee to 
the Cayo District; but I had promised the Reverend next to 
me that I would defer to him; so I hope you don't mind. 
Chairman: It's a pleasure.

Third Meeting of the Joint Select Committee appointed 
to examine, consider and report on the White .
Proposed Terms of -a Constitution for the 1981
Belize, held in San Ignacio on Wednesday, 18 Pcbrua y y



Chairman: Now,
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Rev. Flowers:
Chairman:
Rev. Flowers:
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Rev. Flowers:
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Revcrend Leroy Flowers of San Ignacio1.

Also, I believe that it should be enshrined 
in the Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms a paragraph 
dealing with the freedom of the rights of women and children. 
This needs to be spelt out, I think, more clearly in our 
Constitution so as to help other individuals feel protected 
under the law.

/need for ...

Your full name is?
Leroy Flowers.
And your address'?
Burns Avenue, San Ignacio.
And now, Reverend, do you appear as a citizen?
As a private citizen. * ■

do please tell us what you have to say 
about the White Paper.
Rev. Flowers: First of all, may I commend the Government 
for presenting and proposing such - what I consider to be a 
very detailed and important and very strong Paper in the 
proposed constitution of our country for the New Belize.

However, looking through Section 4 under 
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms - now, I believe that 
under (f) where it talks about arbitrary search and arrest 
that it needs to be spelt out more clearly what this' entails 
and how the individ.ual could be protected against this very 
thing. ™

Also, under the role of the Governor-General - 
section 57. I think if we endowed the Governor-General with 
powers beyond the Court, I think this is frightening and so 
each one is accountable and the Governor-General should be 
accountable and he should not be above the Court of the land 
because this would be contrary to the very fundamental free
dom of the nation. So, this should be taken into considera
tion. The Governor-General should have powers, but then 
those powers could be questioned in the Courts of our land.

Then, under Section 58 - Powers and Privileges, 
Procedures of the National Assembly. Section (a) talks about 
two-thirds majority; but then Section (b) speaks about three- 
quarters, and it means then in actual fact that there can 
never be any amendment. In other words, this Constitution 
will be tying the hands of future generation, because under 
the present two party system it just will not be possible to 
get a three-quarters majority to make any changes. Granted 
that it is trying to protect the individual, but there may be

9
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in Section 60

e

To mo,

/HON. C.L.B. ROGERS ...

need for change; and, therefore, having a three-quarters 
majority we will be tying the hands of future generations, 
•knd I'm certain that that is not the- real intention of the 
Government to tie the future generations to something which 
they may feel there is great need for change.

Also, I think should be enshrined in the 
Constitution the- flag, the coat of arms of the country, the 
national anthem, should be a part and parcel of the Constitution 
of this land.

Then, in Section 60 - "A Minister shall be 
permitted to address the House of which he is not a member, 
but shall not have' a vote in that House". To me', personally, 
I think this is very very dangerous in the sense- that if we 
take the House of Representatives - I could see a member of 
the House of Representatives invited to speak in the Senate, 
but I do not believe that we should desecrate the sanctity 
of the House of Representatives because that is the- peoples' 
representatives, that is where the people- has made their 
choice, and the members from the other House should not be 
allowed to violate the sanctity of that Honourable House. 
And, therefore, the members of the House of Representatives 
are answerable to their people who put them there and it 
should not work the other way around.

Now, those are the main comments that I have 
observed in the White Raper, and I would like to thank you 
all for your kindmess and the opportunity of addressing 
the Committee and I wish you all the best in your work. 
Chairman: Thank: you very much, Reverend. I just
wondered whether any member would wish clarification about 
any of the points you made.
HON. E. H. HUNTER: Just one question, Reverend. I gathered 
you want the flag, the coat of arms and the national anthem 
to be in the Constitution; what about the national prayer. 
Rev. Elowers: I purposely left that out.
HON. F.H. HUNTER: Why?
Rev. Elowers: Because I think, personally, the prayer is 
very lovely; but I think you should not, in praying to God it 
is completely different from having a flag, because praying 
to God should come spontaneously. And so this is how I feel 
about the prayer in relationship to the flag. The flag is 
important and the prayer is important, but prayer and flag 
cannot be confused.
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Now, the other one, you. commented on
37 about the Governor-General, and .just to point out that 
the basis of this Paper is the Monarchical System and you 
are proposing that we take the t.ueen representative to Court. 
Rev. Flowers: She should be answerable.
HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: Well, I don't know whether that is 
can't think of anything.

F.J. MARIN...
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HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: Do you feci that there should be liturgy 
in the Church?
Rev. Flowers: Yes, but there, you see, you have the
initiative; but even though you have something to guide you, 
only on special occasions you say (a), (b), (c), (d).
HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: Yes.

I think it was on Section 58 that you 
were telling us about tying our hands because you made the 
point that there will be need at some future date to amend 
the Constitution. The White Paper makes provision for the 
two-thirds majority in the case of certain amendments and to 
more deeply entrench it in the case of other amendments on 
human rights and I agree with you that you can't look into 
the future and know what intentions or new rights might be 
there to increase - increase the rights of the people; so 
that there must be - what we are looking at is two way, not 
to tie the hands, but to make it difficult to amend and at 
the same time make it possible to amend. You wore saying 
to us that it should be lengthened in the case of (b) of 
the Human Rights, and we take it that these amendments are 
to add more to it, not to take away. But we see a difficult 
case if we refuse that because we can't see a House of 
Representatives comprised of even more than two parties 
object to increasing the rights of the people. And that is 
why I thought I would just clarify this provision a bit - 
that the idea is not to tic the hands but to make it possible 
for amendments but at the same time that we have a safeguard 
that the amendments will require a more wider base. 
Rev. -^lowers: Except, Mr. Minister, that sometimes
even getting the approval for something that is good from 
the Opposition in any context, not necessarily in the party 
system, is not possible.
HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: They would be answerable to the people 
at that time. The main thing is this that the will of the 
people is the basis of authority, and anybody who is in 
authority and refuse to amend a Constitution for the better
ment of the people, that would be his last term anyway. 
Thank you, Father.

so; I
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If not, ■' 
Rev. Flowers:

a saying that the Queen can do

/in the ...

In the particular case,C.L.B. ROGERS: 
advice from other authorities.

Any other question of Father Flowers? 
the Committee thank you very much.«•

: Thank you too for your kindness.

Honourable A. Qioman
Chairman: Welcome. We know your name already,
tell us your address.
HON. A. SHOMAN: Buena Vista, can Ignacio.

Mr. Chairman, I am appearing not as a private 
citizen but as a representative of various groups and peoples, 
so I would like to speak a little loudly so that they all can 
hear what I am saying and. also for the records.

The proposals that I am putting forward are 
first of all as representative of the Cayo North,.Division; 
and than we have proposals that are signed by the Executive 
Committee of the Peoples United Party of the Cayo North Division, 
as well as by the Chairmen and Secretaries of all the Villages 
in the Cayo North Division. So that the proposals that we 
are making have the support of the widest majority of peoples 
in the towns and villages of this Division - Cayo North.
And I am empowered by them to say the following:

First, that we have studied the proposed terms 
put forward by.the Government in the White Paper and are on 
the whole in agreement with it and wish our support and our 
congratulations to the Government for this document to be 
recorded.

The second, point, Mr. Chairman, has to do with 
the form of Government, and this is what I am empowered to say - 
that on the question of the form of Government, we believe that 
a democratic system of Government, in both form and substance 
is the goal that we as an Independent people should attain. 
We therefore bei «',ra Belize should have a republican 
TOrm of government which recognizes the people as supreme, 
thd’^awe time, we are aware of the limitations we face et the 
present time and understand that we may be forced to begin our 
life as an Independent Nation with a monarchical system. The 
Constitution, however, in our opinion, should make it clear that 
this is a temporary phenomenon, and there should be provisions

Mr. Chairman, am I allowed to translate?
Some of the people on whose behalf I speak cannot understand 
English.
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in the Constitution for the transition at the earliest oppor
tunity to the republican system. And since such a transition 
would be a matter foreseen and anticipated, it should not re
quire any more than a simple majority in the House of 
Repersentatives to effect the necessary amendments when the time 
is right, and this, wo believe, should be reflected in the 
Constitution.

The third point, Mr. 
already been touched on, although I 
And, in fact, I would like to make it very clear that there 
was absolutely no collusion between the Reverend and myself; 
but some of the same things that we are proposing here ho has 
already proposed, although it took us many many hours of. in
tent discussion with all the people that signed this paper, 
before we arrived at this consensus. But even so on thi's 
particular proposal we were unable to arrive at a consensus, 
and although I think more than three-quarters of us agree with 
it, a couple members do not agree and so we have a clause at 
the bottom, a conscience clause if you like, where two of the 
people say ... we agree to everything except this point, which 
I am going to make. And it is this - that on the subject of 
amendments to the Constitution our position begins, with the 
principle that every generation must have the right to self- 
determination; and, we cannot usurp that right from future 
generations. V/e have a quotation from the classic work 
"Rights of Man" by Thomas Paine of the United States of 
America who says, and I quote: "The vanity and presumption 
of governing beyond the grave is the most ridiculous and 
insolent of all tyrannies" .. in other words, who are we 
as men today to say after we are dead and when people that 
are not yet even born are alive in this country of Belize we 
make it so hard and almost impossible for them to change the 
Constitution, that, in effect, we would be governing for them. 
The Constitution, we believe, must be susceptible to amendments 
and must be realistically susceptible to amendments; and al
though we agree that it should not be made easy for such a 
fundamental document to b^ too frivolously, flippantly changed, 
we do believe that the requirement of a two-thirds majority 
in the House of Representatives is more than enough to ensure 

amendments will have overwhelming popular representative 
support before they can be realized. The requirement of~" 
three-fourth majority in certain cases is tantamount, in any 
realistic projection of the two-party system, to «. ♦&tal ban 
on amemdments of these sections, a proposal that we cannot 

with for the reasons that I have stated;
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So, we 
we see.

I knew that this was a very difficult one, 
Mr. Chairman; we know that people who think clearly and honestly 
and rightly hold view that either side of the argument - and, 
as I've said, even among our small group we weren't able to 
agree totally, and two members have reserved their position.

thought we'd give some examples of some of the problems

For example, at paragraph 58 of the White Paper - 
it tells you at paragraph (b) those areas where a three fourths 
majority is required to amend, and that is, relating to human 
rights, House of Representatives and the Judiciary. Now, let 
us look at one possibility. It's in the light of our develop
ment we find a need to add. to or amplify the list of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms. And I'm afraid having heard the 
comments on both sides of this Table, I have to agree and ad
mit that in my experience watching the Assembly, watching the 
conduct of members of the Opposition, that no matter how good 
a law is and a presentation is made, as long as the P.U.P. 
Government put it forward they will vote against it. Look 
at the Land Reform Bill that is helping so many farmers in 
our district here today, they voted against it; so many good 
things that we try to put forward, they would vote against 
it; and if we would need a three-fourths majority to get it 
through, we'd never get it.

Another aspect of it - suppose we wanted to 
make relatively minor changes to the qualification for mem
bership to the National Assembly, or if it wore thought 
necessary to enlarge the Senate at some time, or to require 
that it reflects as nearly as possible the balance of parties 
in the House, we feel that so much details on these matters 
included in the proposed terms of the Constitution that to 
require a three-fourths majority to amend any part of these 
things is unrealistically restrictive. Look at the Judiciary. 
What if we later wish to remove this possibility to appeal to 
a foreign court. We have a system of justice here; we have 
the Magistrates Court, the Cupreine Court, the Court of appeal 
and we have an Appeal for Foreign Court, the Court of a dif
ferent country; suppose that sometime in the future a genera
tion says no man that is more like colonialism than anything 
else, it's not independence, let's get away from that, you 
can't do it unless you have a three-fourths majority which 
is almost impossible in the two party system. This, we 
believe, then amounts to an infringement, an infringement, I 
say, Mr. Chairman, of the most fundamental human rights for 
future generations the right to self-determination. And we, 
therefore, strongly recommend that the three-fourths majority 
idea be removed from the proposed Constitution.

rod on ...
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/that sentence ...

HGN.
HON.

C.L.B. ROGERS:
A. SHOMAN:

Based, on the fundamental principle that just as we have 
the right to decide what is our Constitution and how we shall 
be governed, 
example, has set up a system, 
body would come and tell us that 
action. I know that there 
town at this age, 
of our country, 
with that.

arc one or

our
And we can't say that because - the Baymen, for 

we must follow it; suppose some- 
now, what would bo our re- 

two people even in this 
say that the Baymen are the supreme rulers

I don't think that the majority will agree

v.'ho are the Baymen? 
Who are the Baymen?

Every generation must have the right to self-determination 
or it is valueless.

But seeing some other difficulties there, Mr. Chairman, 
even with the two-thirds. We propose as an alternative as 
another possibility, not as something that would be required 
by any Government to do, but something that such a Government 
could do if it so chose to amend the Constitution; an . alter
native method of amending the Constitution apart from the 
single majority in the case of the transition from a monar
chical to the republican and two-thirds in all other cases - 
our proposal is that an alternative method be the approval 
of the majority of electors by a referendum organized for 
this purpose by the National Assembly. And I think you can 
see the situation where, Mr. Chairman, a Government that 
has strong support from the people and whore there is a 
good reason, good cause, for amending a particular section 
of the Constitution, but it doesn't have the two-thirds 
majority, just short of it, but it knows the overwhelming 
mood of the people, it can do it by this alternative method, 
if it so chooses. 
SHOMAN: The four proposals we have on the session is on 
Human Right and Fundamental Freedom. Again, at paragraph (f) 
which talks about protection against arbitrary search or entry 
and our feeling is that the sentence that follow that intro
duction or that heading which says 'and no one shall be sub
jected to arbitrary arrest or detention' should really form 
the subject of a separate paragraph because the rest of this 
paragraph really, I believe, recourse to the question of 
arbitrary search or entry such as for the. purposes of evalua
tion of property taxes, or rate, etc., I feel that what the 
drafters had in mind was that you could enter a house for 
those purpose, but should you be able to arbitrary'arrest 
man or detain a man for those purposes, I believe there was 
a mix up there so what we arc proposing is that we take out
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/by subversion . „ .

that sentence 'no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest 
or detention' and make it a subject of a separate paragraph 
and explain it in that separate. paragraph.,

Our fifth point, Mr. Chairman, following on, on the 
question of Human Rightd, vre believe that separate paragraph 
shaould also include provision relating to the following, 
equal rights, for women, the rights of children, the right 
to work, to education and health, women, children, the right 
to work to education and health and the right to recognition 
for Trade Unions. Ard also, going back now to sub-paragraph (a) 
on the Human Rights Scale, Protection of the right to life, 
we . do . not agree that the bcst'penalty" should be "ensign in 
the Constitution. he, we ask that the right to life remain 
supreme and not qualify by the power of a court opinion.

The next point, Mr. Chairman, we are concern about 
paragraph 7, which also in a sense touches human rights, 
which the time when a public emergency shall exist and 
therefore when laws may be pass, we violate the human rights 
and fundamental freedoms protected by the Constitution. We 
believe that sub-paragraph (c) which says that the period 
of public emergency shall exist when there is in force a 
resolution of the legislature, declaring that democratic 
institution in Belize arc threatened by subversions and that 
paragraph gives too much discretion to the legislature, to 
declare by simple majority of one vote that democratic 
institution in Belize are threatened by subversion and will 
power to extend the period covered by that declaration by 
successive period of throe months, indefinitely. This power 
can be too easily abused with the result that the rights 
declared in the Constitution would become meaningless and 
repression will bo legally exercised by the simple expedient 
of having the majority of the House, even if it's only ten/ 
eights or ten/nine, or whatever, declare, simply declare, 
without giving any reasons. Democratic institutions in 
Belize are in the .... therefore there is a public emergency 
for six months and after six months they declare it for 
another three months, and another three months and laws can 
then be passed which completely violate nullifies all the 
laws that they have taken such pains to write. I do not 
think, Mr. Chairman, that this is something far-fetched. 
It's something very possible in the climate in which we 
live today, in Belize. I recall that a couple years ago 
the Representative for the very division in which you sit, 
was proposing a law in the. House of Representatives which 
would have had tho effect under this Constitutions of de
claring the democratic institutions in Belize to be threatened
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to exist indefinitely, 
period of five years
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by subversion and which would have allowed by a simple majority 
if that party had been in the position to simple majority to 
tear up all the Human Rights that we have written into the 
Constitution. I believe it's very, very dangerous and very, 
very strongly urge that section 7(c) may be deleted from the 
proposed terms of the Constitutions. I would believe that 
the provisions of 7(a) and (b) which says that public emer
gency shall exist when Belize is engaged in any tyar or when 
there is in force a Proclamation by the Governor-General de
claring that a state of public emergency exists and that

— ■>.-— .— pney defined, in paragraph (a),
covering a wide range cl <■- sibilities. be believe max, 
enough to safeguard the btatc and the society without giving 
an absolute power to a majority of one to tear out, in effect, 
the whole Constitution.

When we look at paragraph 10, Mr. Chairman, which again 
I believe affect the question of Human Rights because we 

'Provision must be made 
to protect the laws existing and in force in Belize at the 
commencement of the Constitution.' Perhaps we were wrong but 
what we to this that we are passing a Constitution
which is supreme above any law and if any lav/ is passed 
after the Constitution is in force, we vote against any of 
the Human Rights, for example, then that lav/ is null and 
void and a court can declare; that that law is null and void. 
But, this is saying that if these laws were made before the 
Constitutions came into effect. In other words, anytime 
firm the one of Independence back to whenever, or they might 
have want the independence back to whenever then those laws, 
even if they go against the Constitutions, even if they 
violate Human Rights, are still affect, are still valid. 
Were we correct in that interpretation, Hr. Chairman? 
Basically?
HON. COURTENAY: I don't know if you are correct but that's 
how I interpreted it. As well.
HON. SHOKAN: And so we see there is a danger there and there
fore our proposal is that there should be a time limit other
wise laws inconsistent with the constitution would be allowed 

and we suggest that perhaps a maximum 
could be considered. I know it need 

time to change the laws to confirm the constitution. You 
can't do it overnight, but let us put a maximum period in 
the constitution, otherwise indefinitely we'll have laws 
which violate our constitution.

On the next point, Mr. Chairman, we have our views on 
■ the citizenship of Belize and I am proud to say the point 
that we do not believe that every person who has been resident 

/for .
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If I am coming

i'lowers:
SHOMAN:
COURTENAY:
SHOMAN:

the coat of arms, I repeat the 
the coat of arras.

You leave oi't the prayer as well.
As my Reverend tried to point out.

You arc advised.
There is no solution to freedom.

for five years immediately prior to independence should 
automatically become a Belizean citizen. I think you've 
heard this one before.
HON. COURTENAY: Several times, several times.
HON. SHOMAN: What is our proposal, that such persons should 
instead be eligible by registration. I would like to know 
that iWs not in my brief. 1 think what we have in mind 
virtually free not a prohibited .free something virtually 
free not prohibited free, coming virtually free by registra
tion within a certain time but such citizenship, but from 
minimum standard of acceptability based on the best interest 
of Belize should be applied. Let the L/ws decide how it 
shall be done, or let us hav . real people eligible for re
gistration but they must fulfil the minimum standard of 
acceptability.

The next point Mr. Chairman, again it is one that was 
made by the person who sat here before me and it is to do 
with paragraph 37 again '-.br. ut the powers of the Governor- 
General and no argument could convince our Committee and 
our people here that sign this paper that a situation in 
which no hope can inquire whether or not the Governor-General 
had acted as required by the Constitution is something that 
we should put in the fact, and they feel that we do not 
agree with that paragraph because it gives the Governor- 
General a situation in which he can do anything in theory 
against the Constitution, and surprisingly advice of the 
Prime Minister whatever. Well it says paragraph 37, for any 
purpose without being able to be called upon by a court and 
told, well look you acted without the proper authority or 
without the proper procedure or without acting in according 
with the proper advice of the person in which you should 
have acted. I heard the comment of the Deputy Premier on 
that, that how we can put the ^ueen before a court, I don't 
know we can do it, but we don't want a Governor-General to 
be outside, it just a pure occupation, perhaps it is in our 
ability to accept our democration. Paragraph 9 our ninth 
proposal, I believe, vzill, or whatever it is, sorry 11, I 
feel very strongly about this one, very strong, almost 
stronger than any thing, and that is this that we propose 
that the Constitution should enshrine the nation symbol of 
Belize, the flag, the anthem, 
flag, the anthem, 
Rev. 
HON. 
HON. 
HON.
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HON.

HON.
HON.
HON.

7 and 9 which 
find this favour

COURTENAY:
SHOMaN:
COURTENAY:

are, 
HON.

/paragraph 16 ...

to that we didn't put it into the signed document, Mr. Chairman, 
so I want to purely point it out not os a representative of 
the truth that a part of the statement made by the Reverend 
there is also this consideration that another part of the 
Constitution makes it clear th-t the. freedom of religion in 
our country is absolute, if that is so they should have a 
national prayer that single out one particular religion, within 
effect violate that principle of universal freodibm that is 
important to us quite apart from the fashion as the Reverend 
says, the very priv te thing, fear between yourself and God.

I have is a proposed flag as the coat of arms.
The next one Mr. Ch-irman, is wo proposed, and this is 

something completely out, it is not written in the White 
Paper but it is something that we proposed that the Constitution 
should contain, the principle that asylum shall be granted to 
deserving person on the certain defined conditions, especially 
for those who suffer persecutions in their service against 
oppression and suppression.

Finally, Mr. Ghairnan .... (interruption) we wish to 
commend Government especially for including in its proposed 
terms the code of conduct at paragraph 100 and wo tecommend 
that it be fleshed out and that enforcement prevision be 
included in that proposal. So, Mr. Chairman, this is all 
the proposal that we have node, that we have been authorised 
to make on behalf of all the people.

May 1 have the names of all the people?
I certainly will.

The first thing I would like to say, is 
who are all the people you represent, these people are:just 
members of different villages or ....
HON. SHOMAN: Most of then are chair persons or chairman. 
HON. COURTENAY: It will be very helpful to us, without 
going into the records, if we could ask you to complete a 
copy with their official person.

SHOMAN: Oh, I sue what you want to know; what they 
chairman etc. I think all of then are chairman. 
COURTENAY: For the. purpose of the record, that is 

uumber one, I would like to got it clear, and then the 
second point, I have two ether little matters that I am 
concerned about, and you made some comments about paragraph 

are the- emergency powers and there you will 
to the intervention of the people's repre

sentatives, and you said that proclamation issued by the 
Governor-G<Beral were adequate and sufficient. I want to 
ask you bearing in wind, one, the authority of the Governor- 
General performing all his functions in accordance with
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we don't want to bring the

so that all of

Under our system the executive must have at least a 
clear majority in the House of Representatives; anyhow, any 
party that forms the cabinet will have a majority, and 

© two ...
Because the Governor-General, that is executive powers 
are clearly circumscribed in A, B, and C in this situa
tion it can issue a declarations Whereas, the other thing 
of C is that it is so wide out that they can just pick 
on the other morning and declare that democartic iristi- . 
tution is set period and there's no question at all 
whereas this thing can be such if there's a hurricane or 
if there's not a state of war. That's what worries me. 

HON. COURTENAY: The other question I would like to have very 
clear in mind is looking at paragraph 16, 17. I understand, 
and 57, I envisage a certain scenario that while the Governor- 
General is personally not to be trotted out before a court, 
that, nevertheless, the court is not the jurisdiction that 
removes from act that violates the person. 
HON. SHOMAN: If that is so, please put it in 
we could understand it. 
HON. COURTENAY: The effects of the combination of sections, 
e. pecially when we look at the reinforcement of human rights, 
and wide jurisdiction to the Supreme Court, that the idea is 
just respect of a personage. 
HON. SHOMAN: Just the person ...
HON. COURTENAY: He does not act upon his own, he is merely 
a figure head, quite so that this I understand is the scenario 
that we have to observe.
HON. SHOMAN: For that matter, 
Governor-General ...

HON. COURTENAY ...

- 15 -
paragraph 16 on the advice of the Minister. Which in effect 
means that those populations as executive person, but bearing 
in mind the phrase which contained in paragraph 8 that action 
or the threat of action by any person of such a nature or on 
so extensive a scale as to endanger the public safety. Would 
you consider those provisions to the perpahs wider than the 
provisions in 7c; and perhaps more dangerous than if placed 
in the executive hands alone with no review by them?
HON. SHOMAN: It is very dangerous, the whole of 6, 7 and 8 
is very dangerous because it is an instrument that can be 
abused by the executive, by the Legislature to rain down 
terror and oppression on the people but we also recognize 
that the power must be there in order to safeguard the very 
community, very country and the very nation is certain clearly 
define situation and therefore why we are not unhappy is for 
two reasons, we recognize the danger but is one we have to 
live.
1.
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No, but you got hunan rights,

/HON. MUSA: ooc

HON. COURTENAY: That’s what I was worried about..
HON. SHOMAN: We want his act to mean .. On that same point 
my misunderstanding is, you cannot question whether or not he 
has sought the advice of the Minister or whoever. That is 
what gives him the power to act. "On the advice". Suppose 
the Prime Minister, advises him to do so and so, and he does 
the opposite, who can question him?
HON. COURTENAY: The Prine Minister.
HON. SHOMAN: The right to life is supreme. The provision 
of the existing law is to protect, only but not a court.
HON. MUSA: My answer to that would be that the Prime Minister 
can send instructions for him to be fired. Mr. Chairman, I 
have a difficulty about not enshrining the death penalty.
The difficulty is that if wo were to keep the law. I don't 
think Mr. Shoman is advocating that we change the Law?
HON. SHOMAN: Oh yes. We are saying that the right to life 
is supreme, but you have five year to change it.
HON. COURTENAY: He says that it is absolute.
HON. MUSA: In the meantime, if you just put that the right 
to life is absolute, the next man that cones to us with 
Capital Punishment could question it.
HON. SHOMAN: No, because paragraph 10 would say that the 
provision of the existing laws would protect you.
HON. MUSA: No, but you got human rights, there which violates 
that ...
HON. SHOMAN: No, that's the reason why you got paragraph 10 
there - "provisions must be made to protect the laws existing 
and in force ... •
HON. COURTENAY: Which gives us a moral problem.
HON. SHOMAN: Like other thing that are made to consider would 
give them a moral problem say that one will be on a higher 
stage - the right is right to life.
HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: You are against abortion, I take it; 
that's a violation, and that sort of thing of a right to life, 
I have to say it. It's a basic fundamental.
HON. SHOMAN: I have no brief to say, that I would have to go 
back and consult with my people.
HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: There's a principle at stake here - there 
is a basic principle - the principle of the right to life.
HON. MARIN: The right to life is a basic principle.
HON. SHOMAN: That's all I can speak on, the brief is on the 
death penalty, that's all I can speak on.:
HON. C.L.B. ROGERS: Is there any thing else gentlemen?
HON. MUSA: The question of preserving existing laws. So you 
think there should be a condition of five: years to clear up? 
HON. SHOMAN: The maximum, we just throw that out of the hat.
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if you want, I would leave out. what is

/On subsection .;.

HON. MUSA: What about the concept that you should not protect 
any law over their time; for so many years. Where do we draw 
the line when there would be no protection for them; fifteen, 
sixteen and seventeen year are not safe if they violate human 
rights.
HCN. SHOMaN: "The sooner" is a clumsy word. I'd leave that 
to you to work out. I just want to make sure it is in. So 
that five years will corrugate, so that all existing laws are 
in line with the constitution. In other words, if they 
violates human rights, for example, you have five years to 
change them, to make sure they conform with the constitution 
and human rights.
HON. COURTENAY: In other words, such suffering as the in
dividual may have to undergo as a usual of existing laws will 
last a limited period of five years.
HON. SHOMAN: On whatever time you think is reasonable, but 
it shouldn't last forever.
MR. COURTENAY: Excuse me, Mr. Cruz - Please, I tried at the 
beginning of these proceedings to make it very clear that ’ 
have a responsibility, we have a job to do, and the job we 
have to do is that we must consider certain documents, and 
we must report to the House now, statements which don't re
late to that document are very interesting; very, very inter
esting, but it has nothing to do with our job, right, so those 
statements we will have to strike out from our records, 
job is prescribed by the House, 
DAVID CRUZ: Anyway, 
affecting you.
MR. COURTENAY: Not affecting me! I would like you to deal 
with the White Paper, the proposals of the White Paper. 
DAVID CRUZ: So I would like to further go into Section 4- 
MR. COURTENAY: Thank you.
DAVID CRUZ: Protection of Freedom of Movement. Now this 
section states that it shall include freedom to move freely 
throughout Belize and to leave Belize and immunity against 
expulsion from Belize. I would like to make this clause to 
include in this section to live in any part of Belize without 
trespassing on land from those living on traditional reserve.
I am merely basing at the people who lived in areas like Toledo, 
who live in reserves and to leave Belize and immunity against 
expulsion from Belize for born Belizean nationals which goes 
further to state that you could probably get Salvadoreans in 
this country, Guatemalans in this country, who would come in 
and break our laws and because of their right of citizenship, 
they would not be able to be just kicked out of the country.
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services essential to life. Such a

a peaceful settlement.
I see, yes sir, please go ahead.

This is an amendment to Public Emergencies, because 
of the existing paragraph in — there where it mention the 
Proclamations by the Governor-General may be made if he is satis
fied (a) of the imminence of a state of war or that an emergency 
exists as a result of a hurricane, flood, 
break of pestilence 
(b) that action or 
a nature; or on so 
safety or deprives 
thereof, of supplies or
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On subsection (h) Protection of Freedom of Conscience: 

Now I would like to include this where church and state have 
been the nucleus of amity. "Vie propose that there be in the 
Constitution in whatever place the farmers think best a guarantee • 
that the Belizean system of Church and State partnership in the 
operation of schools be preserved."

I would like to paused - there as we "might probably be 
the same. We proposed: I would like to go on to Section 4(i); 
THIS RIGHT OF FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION shall include citizens 
right to operate private newspapers, magazines, radio stations 
and. T.V. stations subject only to regulation of good conduct
(j) PROTECTION OF FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY MW ASSOCIATION, 
law can be passed to make this country into a one party state.
(k) PROTECTION OF RIGHT TO PRIVACY,
by order of court interfere in process of letters 
phones (wiretapping). 
MR. COURTENAY: Sorry, help me, I miss that one. 
paragraph (k) you said no wire tapping. 
DAVID CRUZ: Subsection (n) PROTECTION FROM DEPRIVATION OF 
PROPERTY. Now we have notice that here that in this section 
it stated: Property or any interest therein shall be compul
sorily taken from any person except under law which prescribes 
the principles and the manner in which compensation is to be 
determined, secures a claimant access to the court to estab
lish his right or interest in the property, to determine the 
amount of compensation and enforce his right thereto. 
MR. COURTENAY: Just forgive me if perhaps there comes a most 
important word in the paragraph - No Property or any interest--

first word is no property or any interest.
CRUZ: But this is based on property and we already read 
Now I would like to add to this.
COURTENAY: You would like to add.
CRUZ: To amend this, then a person may have the right to 

establish in court whether Government has extreme need for such 
property and that a need can super the persons need or vice 
versa, arriving at 
MR. COURTENAY: 
MR. CRUZ:
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proclamation' shall remain in force for 
one month unless previously revoked or 
lature.

/MR. COURTENAY ...

a period not exceeding 
extended by the legis- 

You know I would like to make an amendment - that 
the Legislature .... in making such a proclamation of public 
emergency shall produce valid reasons for extension; whereby 
such extension shall not exceed more than one' year; and in 
no way affect adult suffrage, failure to comply and abuse of 
extension shall deem the legislature void.
MR. COURTENAY: Yes.
MR. CRUZ: The matter of citizen ship. Section 14, you see 
where it state "any person who is a Belizean citizen or be
comes entitled to Belizean citizenship shall forfeit such 
citizenship by any voluntary act (other than marriage) by 
which he acquires a citizenship other than Belizean. Now I 
would like to amend this "That a Belizean citizen, born in 
Belize, shall forfeit his or her citizenship in the interest 
of a personally written renounciation and by no other cause. 
Whereby such citizen may be entitled to nationality. I 
further go on to explain this. Because of the reasons of 
getting Guatemalan citizen here, Salvadorean citizen here, 
or an^ other nationality coning into our country, 
of 1his matter where the proposed White Paper states.
on the- day of Independence any person-- about; in this country
for more than 5 years actually is become a citizen. I am say
ing that these Guatemalans have citizenship back home. 
Salvadoreans have citizenship back home, coning to our country 
after living 5 years, gain citizenship here, going to the 
United States and by chance they get citizenship there.
MR. COURTENAY: Excuse me, Mr. Cruz, you are giving us a 
little problem. Would you kindly just turn towards us so 
that the equipment can get your voice.
MR. CRUZ: So by doing this the Salvadoreans get a third citi
zenship and any other nationality that comes to live in Belize; 
and this, indeed I believe that Belizeans have a right to dual 
nationality. When I say dual nationality, I believe they can 
accept rationality of any other country whereby they can cone 
back to their country, they are born Belizeans citizen. Going 
onto the Governor-General on Section 16. - That the Governor- 
General be appointed by an appointment committee of the House 
nominations for this committee shall comprise the Opposition 
and Government, whereby Governor-General becomes the Queen's 
representative in Belize.

On Section 18. - The Cabinet shall be restricted to abuse 
of unofficial — Ministers; in order that both Cabinet and 
Legislature may be able to perform (freely) for a progressive 
country; not allowing the. majority party to make all repre
sentatives Ministers which debases the Legislature and Cabinet 
and hinders progress for the country.
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MR. COURTENAY: Why did you bring in this amendment?
MR» CRUZ: Why I bring in this amendment because I have noted 
carefully, that in the National assembly, you have 13 people 
represented by the present government, and I guess 12 of them 
are Cabinet Ministers, which just give the Cabinet or the 
House a go ahead.
MR. COURTENAY:
going to help us by leaving
MR. CRUZ: Yes sir.
MR. COURTENAY: Thant; you.
MR. CRUZ: Section 30: LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION. There shall 
be a leader of the opposition, and a deputy leader on advice 
of leader of opposition. - And the reason why the Deputy 
Leader is because in case of sickness — or death you have 
to have a Deputy Leader. We go on to the Belize Advisory 
Council on Section 33: Shall be the Belize Council of State 
and shall be comprised of three categories:

(a) any person who since the advent of self Government 
to Belize held and vacated the post of premier and 
Deputy Premier, Prime Minister, Minister of Cabinet, 
Leader of Opposition, Deputy Leader of Opposition, 
Speaker and President.

(b) Any Belizean who formerly held the office of Chief 
Justice, Puisne Judge, Judge of Court of Appeal, 
Registrar General and any person who is an A.ttorney- 
at-Law with status of Senior Council.

(c) Ten other persons not below the.age of thirty to be 
appointed by the Governor-General, six on the advice 
of the Premier and four on the advice of Leader of 
Opposition. I would like to go on to Section a-41:

I would like to go on to Section a-41: EACH MEMBER OF 
THE HOUSE should represent not less than 1,500 voters nor 
more than 3,000 voters. There should be a Boundaries Com
mission of the House which should supervise the establishment 
of constituencies.

Further submissions will thus be made including:-
Proposal that an Independent Elections and Commissions should 
be entrenched in the Constitution.
Section 43: QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP TO NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 
should be qualified to be elected member of the House of 
Representatives or to be appointed to the Senate if he is a 
Belizean citizen 18 years old or over and unless he is
Belizean born, has lived in Belize for at least one year before 
the date of his nomination for election and he is able to speak 
and (unless incapacitated by blindness) read and write the 
English Language.
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THE SENATE SHALL BE in conjunction with the
The senate shall be comprised of nine

MR. CURZ: ...

>3ec. AJ: I would like to amend at it that qualification for 
membership to National Assembly should be qualified to be 
elected member of the House of Representatives or to be ap
pointed to the Senate if he is a Belizean citizen.. 18 years 
old or over and unless if he is Belizean born has lived in 
Belize for at least one year before the date of his nomina
tion for election and he is able to speak and (unless 
incapacitated by blindness) read and write the English 
language. 
Section 50: 
running of elections.
members, the majority party shall have five senators and the 
minority will comprise of four senators in respect of more 
than 20% of the votes poled. The reason for this, I guess 
because in the past the margins of election or the percentages 
of election have been very close and we feel unfair that you 
will have the house mastering the Cabinet, mastering the Senate 
which leaves the country in the state of one only leadership 
and I guess the people have their choice that their country 
is being led up the right direction, oMR. ROGERS: We have to get you clear.
MR. CRUZ: THE SENATE SHALL BE IN conjunction with the running 
of elections. The senate shall be comprised of nine members 
the majority party shall have five senators, and the minority 
will comprise of four senators in respect of more than 20% 
of the votes poled. What I getting at is that when your 
Representative run their election or when Government or the 
people run their election that through the Representative the 
Senate shall be nominated but in a clear manner to suit the 
country.
MR. ROGERS: This base about four in relation to 20%. 
think anybody here understand what you mean.
MR. CRUZ: Well what I an getting at that only in a case that 
the Opposition gets less than 20% of the votes, they have no 
right to demand so much amount of Senators.
MR. ROGERS: What will happen then, after you say the Senate 
should comprise of 9, well how will we make up thenine?
MR. CRUZ: Well I am basing that maybe the Government will be 
able to choose 5 and the Opposition four because this matter 
of, that I studied about the Senate being 8 members, I guess 
some stood fair because in a case that elections would decide 

have 'I Senators in each party, I guoss you would have to 
split this deal.
MR. ROGERS: How arc you arrive if we get less than 20% if the 
Party that loses get less than 20% under your plan that you are 
pronos-inn-. make the 9.
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Yes, proposing that the House Committee made 
Will you contemplate that 

the Opposition should have the majority in this House?
HR. CRUZ: I am not saying that Sir, I say the House Committee 
should have the majority in the House if they are elected by

I am not saying they should have the majority in

/ HR. COURTENaY .
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MR. CRUZ: Well, I will propose that if the Opposition gets 
less than 20% of the votes that the House Committee made up 
of the Opposition and Government - go further to nominate or 
elect these senators.

I will like to go further to section 75, 79, 85, and 97 
whereby these offices are on the consent of Prime Minister 
appointed by the Governor-General, I would like that these 
such officer go tQ the House Committee which is made up by 
the Opposition and Government 
MR. ROGERS: 
MR. CRUZ:
MR. COURTENAY: 
up of the Opposition Government.

the People, 
the House.
MR. COURTENAY: You arc leaving us with a lot of doubt as to 
what you are saying.
MR. CRUZ: Nov; I would like to specify on this matter of 
Auditor General especially. The Auditor General to where 
ie marks - that the Prime Minister will nominate the Auditor 
General on the consent of the Governor-General. 
MR. COURTENAY: Please, let's look at the text, 
appointed by the Governor-General, on 
Prime Minister.
MR. CRUZ: Well I will amend this then. On the matter that 
this Auditor General is elected, who is appointed by the 
Governor-General on the advice of the Prime Minister, I am 
expecting or I am amending that this goes back to this House 
Committee for your information on the advice of the Government, 
and the Opposition whereby such post is a very strategic post 
and deals with the finance of this country. So, I would like 
on further explaining that because this post is so important 
that this proposed White- Paper or this Committee takes really 
a true and fair step to see that such amendment go into effect 
because this matter of the Auditor General entertaining the 
public finance, and because he is appointed by the Auditor 
General and by the advice of the Premier could well mean that 
the Premier could take any person and just pass it on to the 
Governor—General and he would just accept this, so I am just 
saying that this matter about the Auditor General should have 
strict consideration by this.House Committee or this Committee, 
here today on the discussions of the White Paper. I guess 
with that I will close.
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appointment Committee, or maybe

That's right.
I see you are working on a New Ho se Committee.

I am thinking of a new House Committee, which has 
nothing, when I say nothing in common with the way Government 
runs its affairs. When I say Government run its affairs, I 
mean you the Representatives of the other side, it is some
thing that will comprise the Representatives of the House 
which makes up the Opposition and yourself, something that 
would comprise the Representative of the House which makes 
up the Opposition, right? And yourself, but nothing politi
cally inclined.
liR. COURTENAY: No. I want to get this point clear. We are 
talking about a House Committee of politicians, of professional 
politicians and you arc emphasizing, that it should comprise 
the Opposition as well as Government Members. What size of 
the House Committee you are talking about.
MR. CRUZ: Well, I am talking of a committee, maybe of nominated 

Six people in agreement with the Opposition.
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MR. COURTENaY: Mr. Mayor, I am very confused about a number 
of things. The House of Representatives has many Committees 
and you are referring here to a household, this is a creature 
that I am not sure what you are talking about. So give me an 
illustration of what you are talking about there is a House 
Committee on Public Finance but it's ours, our only public 
finance but your House Committee seems to deal with Auditor 
General ^.nd it seems to be your judges, it seems to be with 
a number of things. And sc clearly you must be thinking of 
a new House Committee.
MR. CRUZ:
MR. COURTENAY:
MR. CRUZ:

You see, what I am trying to suggest is that 
Government has been a very busy, busy body 

know, who could probably, an 
maybe people who have held high office in 

Government, who are now out, you know could probably through 
costs, advice of the House, by the Government and with 

the help of the Opposition, that committee be formed to nominate 
such offices, and such people as I mentioned in these amendments. 

/MR. COURTENAY: ...

MR. COURTENAY: So six people nominated from the Government side 
and six nominated from the Opposition.
MR. CRUZ: I'm talking, the Government probably get in agreement, 
you know, in the Opposition.
will be responsible for such articles, 
this amendment hero.
MR. COURTENAY: So taking the reins of Government out of the 
hands of the people representatives and putting it into the 
hands of people, outside the Government, is that what you 
suggest?
MR. CRUZ:
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Cruz?
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HR. CRUZ:
HR. MARIN:
HR. CRUZ:

so
MR. MUSA:

Hr.

MR. CRUZ: Well, in this case you say you have proof, right, 
if you have proof that 's what we want.

So then he can lose it not only by renunciation, 
but if it is shown that he swears allegiance to another power 

Yes, I go along with that.
Do you support the White Paper, 

Well I have to support the White Paper.
I do not fully agree with it.
MR. MARIN: I just want to get that clear, 
you have, of your own accord, appeared here and suggested amend
ments and improvement to certain sections, I just want for the 
record that your participation here be you are supporting the 
Paper.
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HR. COURTENAY: I ask you to clarify a question, it would 
be helpful, because I really don't understand what you are 
talking about.
MR. CRUZ: Sir, I will tell you something, I'll be frantic 
with you, when I had a look at the White Paper I was lost too.
So I will give you a bit of my headaches, maybe you could 
find yourself.
MR. COURTENAY: 
to ask you.
MR. MUSA: That a person born in Belize, if he swears allegiance 
to another country if he has taken Guatemalan citizenship or 
any other country, still he should not lose his citizenship.
MR. CRUZ: Sir, It is very hard to say. I an not saying that, 
and I am not making such a statement.
MR. MUST: Then, what are you saying?
MR. CRUZ: What I ar. saying and mentioning to- this Committee, 
here today, that iw would be very impossible for this Committee 
here, or for the Government running the country to know who 
swears allegiance to another country. In that case, I accept 
that and that is why I mention in the list a personally 
written renounciation.
MR. COURTENAY: You no understanding the Minister, 
time.
MR. MUSA: What I am saying, you born in Belize, you are a 
citizen by birth, but if you swear allegiance to a foreign 
power, for instance to Guatemala, or even apply for citizen
ship and yob are granted citizenship of that power and we 
have proof, the Government and the people of Belize have 
proof of it, your proposal is that a man cannot do this un
less he himself renounce it. I am saying is that what you 
really want?

Well,
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MR. CRUZ: My participation here, I have to be very careful, 
if I have to support this White- Paper. I have bo be very 
careful. But the matter that a Constitution has to be drawn 
for the country for the future, I hereby tender today amendments 
I have to establish better rights for the Belizean people.
MR. HUNTER; In other words, you accept the part of the 
Constitution that you have not brought amendment for the 
White Paper.
MR. CRUZ: Sir, to tell you the plain truth, I do not under
stand it, and I think it should be more specific.

HUNTER: But the parts you understand you accept.
CUUZ: Well, what I understand I accept it.
ROGERS: Mr. Cruz, I have difficulty understanding you 

on some of the proposals because we just amend it and the 
machine put it down. You proposed to us first that the dual 
citizenship, am not clear whether you still proposed that pr 
you changed it in the light of the questions answered by

All I want to know, is the idea of this committee 
is to try to get from citizen what you are proposed so we 
have to understand it in order to consider it.
to knoW is whether you arc still supporting dual nationality 
because it seems to be the two things inconsistent one way 
or the other. Jind all we want to know are your proposing 
your nationality? If so, are you limiting it or putting on 
some advice.
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Cruz we will be grateful if 
Thank you

tiay if you were a. member of the Arm Force ox another
Let's say America may change for an oramplo, not Guatemala 

/another country any country but you have changed your ixroposal 
is that the person would lo / hir. nationality there''
r. Cruz•

In this matter am having the knowledge of the group, I agree with 
that.
Hr. Rogers;
And why do you want to call the new Committee not the Committee of 
the House or outside of the Rouse, but the o.ie that ir; now referred 
to in the White aper as the Belize Advisory Committee, why do you 
want to call it the Belize Council of ■ tate?
■ r. Cruz-
Ch, I guess it comes none official, 
r. Courtaney.
Well, no want to thank you very much Ir. 
you would leave a cony of your statement with the Cleric, 
very much for coral.g before us. 
;ir. Crus;
I would like to than: you. 
hr. Conrtaney-
Hay God Hess you. The ne::t '..'croon that I have on my list ir;
Hr. Joe : U'liga of Bacred Hoort College, and while he is coming forward 
I want to repeat somethin,': that I said earlier on when everybody 
wasn't here. And this is about the publication of things that was 
stated here today/ "The ruler. of the House say that this ca mot happen 
that nobody must publish what ir. said here today until this committee 
has a chance to report to the House. ' e arc appointed by the House, 
we arc give. a job by the House -.nd re can t have uhs.t we are doing 
all over the country before we respect the people who appoint us, the 
House. That <athe purpose of the rule., that the people who appoint 
us is the "ational Assembly and va must have a chance to report to 
then before report;: go out to the rest of the country maybe only a 
part of what ir. said. Ar.d 1 wish to war i anybody who is a member of 
the ircst. and who ir. tempto". to do so, that the pu uiihneat can be

hir. Cruz
Alright, lot’s make it better 11 :o this, right. that a Belizean 
citizen born in Belize shall forfeit his or her citi; onship in the 
interest ox a personal urittwn renunciation and only where two, 
when I nay only two I an referring to r. usa’s amendirtent. 
where two shall dual nationality be restricted. 
Hr. Rogers;
First, . 
country 
now.
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Joe Zu-uga, aid where do you live lx. ' uniga?

On :fo
■.r

or as

o

■ x.

i.r.

very severe for a-. act which is of contempt to the ational Assembly. 
I am just trying to allow people to know what the lev is, not trying to 
threaten but I want people to know what their rights txe and now .,r. j 
Joo Zuniga.

Courtaney;
Auriga, .r.
Zuniga-

•5 linth Street, ,'ian Ignacio.
Couzta,ney;

And hr. Zuniga, would you co:.-.© forward as a Citizen, 
Representative of an organisation, 
hr. Zuniga; 
As a citizen.
Hr. Courtaney-
”ow, would you be grateful to tell us what you would like to say to 
us about the White iaper,
hr. Zu-.iiga-
There are two points I'd l.\ :c to make in this Phitc .• aper and the 
first one I d like to look ;-.t the Pfea :blu of the Paper Section (a) 
and the point I want to make here is the position of the family in 
a society of free men and free institutions.
Jr. Courtaney.
Yes.
Ji. Zuniga-
I would like that specifically to mention that protection should be 
made for, of married families. Just as I say.
Hr. Courtaney-
I just ask what you have in mind there, what sort of protection you 
have in mind?

Hr. Zuniga;
Well, what I’m talki-ig about, is that, you are not specifying what 
you say by a position of the family. I believe that it’s best to 
more or less say that a man having a sweetheart, 'the sweetheart may as el 
well have all the fights that the wife should have, and I thinking 
that....
lir. Courtaney•
The more concern with protecting the legally family structure. 
Yes, sorry to interrupt you but -just trying to understand it. 
hr. Zuniga-
This point I would like to ■?. on, is Human lights and fundamental 
freedoms, I notice that all human rights and fundamental freedoms 
nothing was said in relation to the foundation of the country which 
is our children, we should have some likes for our children and in 
that it will take us also to education and health, I would like that 
the Government in this 'liitc ..aper be more specific in thettype of 
Education our children should get and in the type of Health that they
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Rogers.

"ow apart ftom those reeoivio ndations.
i-'ir. Courtaney.

I number then as four recor.nendations, are you othojnij.se happy with 
the .,

r. 'uniga for coming before us. Text, 
.‘oruing Sister,

Anyway, thank you very much
I. have Sister Stevens of !>acrod Heart College, 
do have a seat.
Sister Stevens?
I represent the Sacred Heart ministry Team. I also bring my ideas, my 
revolutions and suggestions a- a result of open discussion tri th the 
tiro Fourth lorms of facred Heart College.
Mr. Courtaney?
Thank you very much Mister, .’ill you please toll ut. what is the 
outcome of your deliberation..
Sister Stevens?
On page 2, in the (d'; Section, where it says that ire recognize that 
men we would like to see the form of works, either non and women or 
people or in an o:Q?lanation that the word rae i refers to men and
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should have so that later • can have good, young helpful 
kelizea :s and accord-.to this there is lothing mad'’ for our youths 
and for our childre 1. I would like to make that 1 would like also 
to add on to Code of Conduct 100. I notice that in this code of 
conduct 100 those with a lot of requisition or things that the 
o± the person but in memories tc Governors. I would like to 
mention that some rererenccr. should also be made if its more than 
behavour. Lastly, T wish to mention that I go with the idea that the 
'ational Prayer should be in our Constitution.
r..Courtaney.
But you don’t wish to say a ything about the.....
Hr. iuniga-
nO.

women.
Hr. Courtaney?
Biological species ....
Sister Stevens?
Page 3 c, respect for his private and family life, wo have a 
question there on family life in trying to respect the legal marriage 
but I think you need to co "sider children of common-law families, 
and therefore wo would like to interpret there, an explanation of 
what family means, all legal family or common-law family and how are 
the rights of the children of both these families consider it.
On page 5, (h) Protection, of freedom of conscience ••o:d like to insert 
there, freedom of religion, the right to practice the same to establish 
places of worship- and of religious education, I don’t want to insert a 
clause in there that'would seclude a Jim Jones situation.

othojnij.se
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In the

a

that the majority of people see that there is really

•General

9

Yes, 1 .. 
question.

r. Courtaney.
This is a difficult section to live in Sister, it will help us 
is it the cults you are t.j. about, I understand your reference 
to the Jim Joies situation but ho: would one really Unit the 
freedom of religion. 
Sister Stevens,
I feel eceligio 1 is so close that it’s within a certain limit if your 
religion is not ope _,,tthon I question it, Then I don’t think its 
religion, it is cult.
In section (i) Section, ..rotccticn of_freedom of Expression, 
third lino I would like to include the right to- communicate ideas, 
freedom of the press, and access mass media including wireless broadcasts, 
television etc,
(j) ibiotoction of Freedom of assembly aid association
Around the third line includi •. the right to form and join trade unions, 
political parties for the welfare of Belizeans, to form and operate 
a legitimate Primary aid Secondary School system under the Church State 
system,
On .'ago 6, 'To. 5, instead of the word, for the removal of doubt, every 
citizen shall have access to the Supreme Court, no need to consider 
every person because I consider that citizen here means Belizean, 
and 1’ feel that person livin'-; in, has certain rights too, rage ?
’o. 9 The Legislature nay by resolution,this is in relation to public 
emergencies. I sec "o. 9 of being too much of a loir; stretch, instead 
of saying, I’d like to see 1.. :ertcd in there that this may be extended 
by arrive ii the percent of votes agreeing to an extension rather than 
just being extended a higher majority at each extension.
ilr. Courtaney;
A formula where the majority would become tired.... 
Sister Elevens;
In other words,
a need for.,.
r. Courtaney;
for increase percentage. ..age 13 To« 37 Exercise of Governo:
Vo have a very strong feeling too that there is too much power in 
the hands of the Cover.lor-Ge leral. . And I know you ask the question 
again, con you take the qucoi to the court.
hr. Courtaney.
But you arc worried about this position.
Sister fitevens;

•o. 6<- logo 23. It’s not really a resolution as much as a, 
’..hat is the rational for excluding the iublic, the Secretary 

of the Cabinet, the .-.ema-ieut secretary. etc. from the .-.ublic Service 
Commission.
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heavily com-
i*r, Courtaiey-
The idea there is that it is iot a propositio : its 
pensation, when senior officers ho have high responsibilities vrith 
their constitution of Gove?. ■;-.ent policies the i.iplci,iontation of 
Government policies that the Government ought to have .none say 
in whom. in a person in whom they can repose their confidence. 
The question is confidence, a .cl if you have someone ’.ho it. thrust 
upon you in whom you have no confidence. Yet you arc the person that 
bears the responsibility in the disrespect of the co iiunity then 
obviously you will foe], totally frustrated anti you i.’.ay in fact be 
totally frustrated in carrying out the policy which the people have 
aPi>rovcd. So that the idea I'; not to interfere with the general 
run of the Civil Service but those officers who occupy their 
senior positio 'is which arc close to their inisters have a high 
responsibility to ....
So that the idea is not to interfere with the general run of'the 
Civil Service but those officers who occupy their senior positions 
which are close to their . .twisters and have high responsibility for 
implementation. That those officers there must bo come political 
ingredient in that selection, w
Sister Stevens- 
Page 25 o, 9? Auditor General
Question 2, Hie absolute po'.or of the Auditor General: 
Hr. Courtaiey-
Again this is a serious matter, I am sure you heard the previous 
speaker,, he thought that wh.nt was done here wasn’t good enough. The 
Auditor General is an individual or must be an individual of the: 
highest respect and his reel, .job is not to interfere in the running 
of government but to say to the national Assembly that what the 
"ational Assembly intended hould have happened or didn't happen. ‘ 
is’his report, his responsibilities and his duties exe to the House 
of Representatives where hu checks then to ascertain whether the wishes 
of the House, in the budget, as expressed in the Budget has been 
carried, out. That he’s really a policeman to the 7ational Assembly. 
Sister ytevens;
1 would like to put as my personal part there that 1 sec the need for 
"ational prepared not necessarily of one religion but a ’ational 
prepared that will help unite a nation. That brings. me to the end of 
my presentation.
hr. Courtaney-
Veil 1 have more questions for you. Apart from the recommendations which 
you have made, the question is whether you think the rest of it is 
a viable and an acceptable .i>r >posal.
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Andr. Godsman Ellis. r. EllisHello

Gister htevens-

it’s viable and acceptable xi theory and I thi.ili what is lef t is that 
it is implemented.
i r. Court?,., ley, 
Ihank you very much winter we accept your sentiments and your 
submissions and we wish to thank you very much for sparing the tine 
for coming forward.
rert person. on my list is
where do you live Jr, Ellis■' 
hr. Ellis,
18 Buena ’'ista, Sail Ignacio-
dr. Courtaney,
And you come forward, as a citizen or as a rciirescntative of sone 
group?
-r. Ellis,
As a citizen.
i-ir. Courtaney,
All right, well please go ahead and tell us your views.
Hr. Ulis-
First of all 1 want to state very clearly that 1 do congratulate the 
draftsman or draftsmen of this liite laper in that it has outlined the 
basic freedom that we have been looking for for Belize. I bring forth 
some suggestions which have been ma.de in many parts before and it will 
make my presentation shorter and the work of the Committee easier.
t!r. Courtaney, 
Thank you. 
or. Ellis,
So 1 will be quite brief if wo then turn to page 2 under (e). I 
would 11 :e to add on line 3 of (e) "Required Policies of Stage which 
protects and safeguard the unity, freedom, sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of Belize which eliminated illiteracy, economic and social 
privilege etc. etc. The reason for this is that we feel that Government 
should have an obligation to make its citizens literate and I don’t find 
any other place there to put it than that, if you feel that it should 
take any other place, okay, hut I would like to have it embodied in the 
constitution.
I like very much on the introduction on that same page the second and 
the third lines to the last c. nprisix .all the territory of Belize as 
it is nor known and designed, I like that very much because it leaves 
no place for negotiations for land session. Turn to page 3 ’o. 3 (d).
I would like to insert it there, the enjoyment of private property 
instead of just property. ' o (a) I support fully the question of 
making provision within the constitution for the abolition of capital

ma.de


a

a

death.

o

rage C 
speakers earlier on this, 
thinking of 5 years but a limitation. 
Citizenship no. 11 nvery person born outside of Belize whose parents 
become a citizen on Independence day or would have so become but for 

I am not too clear on this because what about a situation 
where my child who is born in the United ftates, I an born in Belize, 
he automatically becomes a Belize citizen.
• r. Courtenay? 
Yes s well that would cone by paragraph 13, After the period every 
person born in Belize shall become a Belizean Citizen at the date of 
his birth, it says a person with diplomatic immunity, or enemy aliens 
during a period of hostile occupation. .Toveover, a person born of a 
citizen of Belize sh.-J-l become a Belizean citizen or. the date of his 
birth, bo that is the one that would catch the child of your child, 
your idehild.
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punishment. I also feel that the right to man’s life is a sacred 
rig.it aid it mould not be ?.r.it in the hands of others, If and 
when we feel more civilised t., abolish capital pu >.i-L: tent which many 
civilised nations ir the world today are working on, if we have no 
provision for that in our constitution, then it will make it kind 
of difficult. So .' a.i sug -eating that we do have to make provision 
for that. On page k- (d) : 1? ;e very much that clause because of so 
much news we have beer, getti-. ; o ,. olice Brutality, (f) I do agree 
that there should be two sep -.rate paragraphs there because they are 
talking about two <V.fferert things, (g) The last line of (g), to 
leave Belize and in unity against expulsion from Belize I would like 
to insert there against arbitrary expulsion. I would like to endorse 
what the previous speaker said concerning the freedom of conscience, 
1 an also frightened by the Jim Jones situation in Belize, So that 
any religion that infringes upon the rights of an individual, I 
think should not bo allowed to practise in Belize, (j) Protection of 
Freedom of Assembly and Association arc the right of peaceful and a 
peaceful assembly shall be recognized and every one shall havetthe 
right to freedom and association with others including the right to 
form and join trade unions, 7 would like to insert there political 
parties. 1-ag© 6 (1) I like very much the last line ih (1), the 
sections imposed upon non-nationals. This is for the protection of 
Belize, (n) protection from Deprivation of Property okay and I would 
like to add another clause there (o) protection against Political 
victimization of individuals, individually and collectively. To. (5) 
Instead of every citizen shall ”every person” .'.age 7 b (9). The 
power empowered to the legislature for extending in case of emergency 
I an a little easier oa this than the Hon. A. Jhoman, I would say 
that.it should be siadc progz.sively‘difficult for the Legislatures 
to extend this and the first instance they, may declare so in the 
extent but the second time it nay not only be them but sone other 
means of getting it. Page C "o.lO. I fully agree with one of the

'..'his is the five year limitation. I wasn't

that.it
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Hr. Ellig >elizean?
hr. Courtenay: Yes becuase he would be born of
Hr Silis:

i'ir. Courtenay:
Mr Silis: Co it means its adinfinitum. Jell this is not changing

‘anything really. Chis is the existing -position that the son

of a British citizen under the United .kingdom and Colonies
as we are called right. United Kingdom and
Colonies? .light
So a person born say five

he can prove his parents.
Mr. Courtenay: Yes his parents, just his parents, it don't have to go way

back just his parents. and we are assuming here the
situation where tie person is not born in .Belize so if he is

born in Belize it is automatic.
I think it's a bit too loose it

It doesn't really nay, its just ashould be respected.
it which is

Jut the comtemplationwelcome and we v/elcorae yours as well.

citizenship law which is going

to be set out all the particulars, application form, all the
The purpose here is nearly

to say that that person would, have a right to apply and he

will have to be satisfied with those conditions as a

citizenship law provides. And I just

so people will understand what was intended here we couldn't

write out the citizenship law its a lot cf pages.

person who isNo. 14.hr. Milis:
entitled to Belizean citizenship shall forfeit such

citizenship by any voluntary act, by /hich he acquires a

I would like'added to thatcitizenship other than Belizean.
he commits an act ofwho takes up arms against Belize or

treason against -Belize.

Page 9 Governor General.

Jut what I have to say here have not been mentionedbit.

clarification hero we have had submissions on

made the explanations

So how about the children of his children?

The sane thing would apply.

"And that any other person"

Can a

So he would become a

is that they will have here a

a citizen of Belize.

Che son of a

conditions in details,etc, etc.

or six generations after that, if

a Belizean citizen or becomes

Jell this has been around quite a
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that the Governor General ofassume

Selizean citizen yet in the last line

paragraph it says the leueen may appoint some

eperson,to me that leaves it open for a non delizean. The

A person shall be
disqualified from election as a member df the iouse of '

apnointraent to the Senate if he owes
allegiance to iow about the person

dual nationality both lelizean and for all the many

Joes he, he has a dual nationality
by birth in Guatemala. lis parents were Jelizean but he was
born in Guatemala so he had to become a Jelizean citizen. Jill

for the .louse of Representative.that person be allowed to run
r.r. Courtenay: If he./ell he has to make up his ilind.

allegiance to a' foreign state and he wants to hold on to that o
position then we are saying that his outlook is not inward,
its outward.

Gear in raind that that person did not voluntarily take upiir. Ellis:

le is also
Jelizean.

the problem and I understand thehr. Courtenay:

problem and we have similar problems today, but that person
I mean' whathas to make up his mind.

country is that if you want to be in the National Assembly and

are still willing to hear your view, but we are

who owes allegiance to somebody else.

the benefit of that other country and that's a risk we are not

o

accident of birth, to-make it very clear where his allegiance

lies and what we are saying is that a person who finds himself

considers that he holds

/Representatives or

fortunately No.’ 16, we

who has a

allegiance to some other country he light run our country for

fhat if he owes

saying if you want to run our country we don't want any person

lelize is going to be a

we are saying about our

of that sane

3clize, we

Governor General's powers, page 14 Nd.- 44.'

I accept that and I see

state, a Guatemalan citizen.

allegiance to a foreign state, he was born there.

a foreign power or state.

prepared to take. 'New' that's the import of what's in here and

even though'a person hay be'born in another state that person

may be able to very simply to disassociate himself from the
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in that position must make it clear /here lis allegiance lies.

That he is going th

for the benefit of
Ellis:1 iF . Joule! it he necessary for that person to renounce citizenship

♦
of the other country?

hr. Courtenay:
nr. cl1 is: I would say it should be made compulsory.

..'ell, that's what I think the Courts would say.
Hr. Ellis: I was proposing that yes. Page 20 'The Judiciary' No. 77.

'A judge of the Supreme Court of Judicature may be removed
from office only for his inability to perform his functions

or for misbehaviour. And the question of his removal has been
referred to the Jelize Advisory Council and the Council has
advised ier liajesty accordingly.' It has been the practice

itin most countries to have an independent judiciary because
Co based on thisis such an important entity in the country.

principle, it is my feeling that the lelize Advisory Council

should not interfere with the removal of a.Justice. I would

suggest a horde of justices, if they arenot available in
Belize, hopefully they will be, but some independent body to

be able to make that decision rather than the Advisory

Council.
A form of tribunal?

i.r. Ellis: Yes. ..lore I join hands withAnd lastly, Page ?.!• No. 80.

II do not understand.iir. Cruz asking for an explanation.
"A .Judge Of the Court of Appealan not too clear on No. 30.

nly for inability to nerform hismay be removed from office

functions or for'misbehaviour, after the question of his

removal has been referred by Ier i'ajesty the .ueen and Ier

./hat is the mechanicsliajesty has been advised accordingly".

there?
The idea acre, like you would, say in the case of,;r. Courtenay:
Judge of the Supreme Court.

of a Judge i's a sacred and an important thing. le ivisn't

be removed because somebody is dissatisfied with his decision

an ordinary

The concept is that the removal

i'>r. Courtenay:

sone other state for which he wants.

iir. Courtenay:

run ielize for the benefit of Jelize not

I would think that voulJ probably be the interpretation.
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is because for some reason henay be removed at all. And one
P,or too old,is unable to perform his duties, he is sick,

something went wrong in some way, <S
And you have,guilty of some gross misbehaviour, right?

This must not beyourself, put your finger on it.
She contemplation here is thatcharge. xhis must be tried

made to the Sovereign, really to thea report would >e
Governor General who would then say what the Aelize Advisory

Council find. Che Jelize Advisory Council Will be called

upon to conduct a trial,

■facts once it is established that the
of the two- things. Cither inability to function orone

misconduct. Then of course they would -proceed to advise
ier. iiajesty that removal wo al ’ be in order,

o

removal is not in order-. '.'hat's the idea.
o

Hr. Ellis: lowever, my. . .
Mr. Courtenay: You think that it would, ^referable to establishing a tribunal

specifically for this purpose and of Judges if possible?

hr. Ellis: •;ight. iJy recommendation dumber 7 would hinge upon number

30. Chat's all. Thank you.

:;r. Courtenay: Allis. I don't know if any of the

other members have any questions to ask you.

I would like to .... on the point of the policy of State.

iir. Courtenay: The Minister cf Education finds favour with your recommenda

tions indeed. Thank you very

directed to show our gratitude of this Committee.

I believe I have one other person on my list. Ur.l-ir. Courtenay: > iodesto
Samos representing the people of ■ Jenque Viejo.

o
please have a seat. or.'Samos is it?Samos,hr.

Enrique i.ouesto Samos.

hr. Courtenay:

citizen or do you cone forward....

or secondly because he is

a flimsy

Thank you very much ’lr.

do you corae forward as an individual

:uch ;.r. Ellis and I am

All right hr. Samos,

Mr. i.usa:

hand they do not so find, then they would advise her that
if, on the other

i <r. ^araos:

man has been guilty of

some form of trial, to ascertain the

and therefore there are only two conditions under which he
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i'*r. Manios: Representing the Town Joard, i .aunt Carmel School and tie

people of Jenquc. . .<unt Carmel, Credit Jnion, Okay,Sir.

I would like t make recommendation on tieHumber one.

ielize shall be declared a sovereign,number one. u

Zest Latitude 57 and 39 degrees.situated at
iir. Courtenay: Geographically situated
ifir. Samos: And North Longitude 15 to 13 degrees.

the Rio .Garstoon and fro a half Loon Caye to league Viejo del

Carmen 3866 (Square idles including 2,66 Square miles of islands.
Length 174 miles at the longest point. Jidth 63 miles at the

widest point. Okay, that's the first recommendation.
Now I have

proposed national flag, well I have the description, should
I describe it?

hr. Courtenay: I think we know it,

.ill right let's hear the description.here,

Mr. Samos: okay, blue rectangul <r fabric with a white circle in the

center the baymen inside the white circle surrounded by

,.ny other flag therewithensiform leaves in green colour.

shall be unconstitutional.
.?he Independence ofThe National unthera. Land of the God.

.lelize shall not be revoked and dumber 4( i) freedom of the

And my recoamendation is this: Nothing but thepress.
twisting the truth.truth,

x'o put in here?;.r. -xo gers:
Yes, except ...iir. Samos:
as
You agree t.iat it ought to be important that wkhen they areMr. Courtenay:
quoting they should siy they are quoting.

Number 13(a) ielizean citizenYes.idr. Lamos:
apply for citizenship after living x years and thenay

authorities concerned are satisfied and the applicant has

provided all necessary information of hi..; character and

no distortion or

isn't it that one that you see across

or news nodi', and can bo proven in any court, 

quoted in any court of justice. Number 13 (a)....

'.Symbols of Identity'; the national flag, the

democratic state of Central ..rnericn in the Caribbean :ogion 

comprising all the territory of Jclize geographically

a person who marries a

i?ron the do londo to
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ii umber 43proves that his application and desire are genuine.

louse of Representatives

Ois a Jelizean by birth. That is jy racoiiiicnd at ion - by birth

provision made to request and to
provide political asylum. .’here is nothing in the .'hite Paper,
right so I have t lat reco ii-iendation to make. Then no provision

has been made for the Belizean children.- The name of the

country and the districts sh?.ll not be changed or revoked.. ■
Number 4, the Prime Minister of Belize must be born in Belize
of both Jeli.sean Parents. The Official language shall bo

English but that Spanish shall be compulsory in Primary School.
The constitution of Jel.ize shall.be kept in 1 lelizc and not in

England. That is all.
hr. Courtenay: Thank you very much i.r. Banos.

o

Ur. Courtenay: May I have nr. Jimenez fro..? San Jose Succotz <»
Mr. Cricencio Jimenez. Do I have the name right,

Yes

hr. Courtenay: The Vice Chairman of the Village Council of Can Jose Succotz.
hr. Jimenez: Yes Sir.

So what have you come to tellhr. Courtenay:

Hr. Jimenez?

i.r. Jimenez:
everything good in the bite Paper ...

You are satisfied....Mr. Courtenay:
I am satisfied and I guess everything correct that theyYes,i<r.

write in the fiite Paper.
Thank you very, very much Mr. Cricencio and the records willi.r. Courtenay: c»
show that you supported the 'Illite Paper and we want to thank •

o

lir. David Maganai.r. Courtenay:
You are ■ D '.vid •, .agana?

Jimenez:

us about the h'hite Paper

(a) A person shall be qualified to be elected a member of tae

you very much for coming all the way from.Succotz.

r:r. Jimenez:

.'Jell; for me the Jhite Paper is, 1 see it good, and I see

or to be .appointed to the Senate if he

Do I have your name correct.

I note tnat there las been no

shall.be


Vi

ies

iir. Courtenay: ..nd you are from what village?*
>*r. i.agana: From .'Jan u se Juccotz.
Mr. Courtenay: nenber of the Village Council?
ilr. iiagana: Y es

Hr. ~ourtenay: And what have you cone to tell us?
hr. Magana: Fist I would like to ask you a question about the boundary of

jnthem is not included in the
White Caper.

Mr. Courtenay: Jell if you would like those to be in there you tell me that
and we will represent that to the National Assembly. You
would like that will you?

;;r. iJagana: Yes we would like that beca ise if you do this then we would
then say no land cession, but how it is right now with the
flag, a national anthem. I would like forAnother question.
you to give lie an cnlamtion of, I've got

louse of representative.says for being a member of the

Mr. Courtenay: Page 14 Ho. 43.

For membership that /e don't understand is that is says about
person shall be qualified to be elected a member of thea

to bo appointed to the Senate if he-louse of representatives or

Chat' s

fhen this is /hat we don't understand and hasimmediately.
lived in lelize for at least one year.

What nr. Magana is asking is why is it that the qualificationsMr. Courtenay:
for membership of ..the.National Assembly we have provided that

lived in Jelize at least onethe person must have resiled,
immediately before the date of his nomination for election,year

and that is the (question. An< suppose thatr i ght ?

has gone away and lived away from Jelize for 5,

lelize and he wants to run Jelizeall of a sudden he lands in
and he doesn't even know what is going on in Jelize, we think

he have to spend at least a year so that he discovers how

a man who

a part '/here it

And you are a

>.r. Magana:

10, 13 years,

‘•r» r.agana:

is a lelizean citizen, eighteen years old or older.

lelize, its flag and national

all right no and las lived in lelize for at least one year
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think that that is right then-’hat is the proposal. If yoa $
If you would like to change you canyou can su.nort it.

tell 3ut that is the idea.us.

villagers says that if . in case and they are

afraid maybe person who oart in the National<roul<i want to take

Assembly, they maybe would be stranger to us and we don'ta
know anything, maybe they can say they are leli leans but

afraid that somebody eloe a

govern our country.
Hr. Courtenay: he support this but you -/ant to sure they must be

Jell that is the aroposal here I can assure you and ifno.

that becomes the constitution I
Magana: Yes Sir
iir. Courtenay: Is there, anything else you would like to say

o
hr. Magana: Yes, For my part villager and has become .1 representative

o

.'hite Paper would be for an la dependent country and we would

like first of all too especially for the labourers and the

men who work on agriculture because I think we are the persons

who suffer more than others.
Alright thank you very much for coning forwardHr. Courtenay: I see.

Hr. Magana, and please express our thanks to the people whom

you represent for selecting you, okay?

Hr. Magana: xhank you.

'elegation from the village councilMr. Courtenay:
of Cristo key, led by the chairman Hr. Cone

Jo you have others with you the secretary of your...Tzib.
Ne he is a teacher.Hr. Tzib:

Alright thank you very much have,Ie couldn't cone along. a

seat come shake :iy hand, have a seat please sit down, 0

the Chairman of the. Linage CouncilAngel '1’zib .

correct? Is there anything you wouldof Cristo Hey village,
Joul.i your people likelike to tell us.

to us.

,-ngel fzib.

as a

afraid that they cannot so ve

we are

stranger can come an 1

a message to cone

Yes you see,

can assure it can happen.

Mr. i-iagana:

a Belizean

Next I gather we have a

of that village we jeli.ieans hope all that is written on the

Belize, the truth about Jelize before he becomes a leader.

/.nd you ire
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*‘F. fzib: dear Sir, I hereby notify you that I the Chairman of the
Village of Cristo iey’ in the Cayo District have discussed■the

matter with i.iy esteemed Community about the independent lelize

and the ./hite Saner issued by the National Assembly and have
been successful. lecause most of the people in my community
about 90% of them agreed and have therefore decided to be
nd epend ent deli leans. They also said that this have been

lelizeans have been fighting for, for
many years and how that our drear is was true let us not turn
backs bat continue ahead. Chis is all I can report to you
fro.1 my esteemed village of Cristo ’hank you.iey.

lespectively yours, Angel f.zib, Chairman of Cristo ley.

iir. Courtenay: Izib. Cay we keep your paper. It
will assist us ii keeping records, of what you had to say
right. And we '.’ant to thank you very much and. thank the

people of Criste iey village for sending you before us to let '

us know how they feel and the records of the house will so
show. Thank you very much. Can I have the president and

Secretary of the Cristo iey 1'nri.iers Co-operatives,

Good lorning you are i.r. ?ut. “id iir. Juarezand Iir. Tut.
cone today?

Put: Yes he is downstairsiir.

Iir. Courtenay:

Cut:i>r.

alright we'll waitYes he is coining now,i.r. Courtenay:

comes upstairs.

like to take this opportunity to express our agreement with
de believet ie proposed .'bite Paper for the new Constitution.

beneficial aovc for the betterment

of our nation, our cooperative, and each individual. Thank

de would like to propose tint the 3nglish language beyou.
the Nations official language because

a minute until he

something which we

that Independence will be a

Yes is co.ling along with me.

xhank you very much ir.

we don't want the

/e should have official anthem as

le is downstairs, and he wants to cone along with you.

problem that Canada las.

i <r. Cut: ’de, the Cristo iey Farmers Cooperatives Society Limited, would
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Lands of t ie

be the 3elizoan flag.
‘•f. Courtenay: ..’hank you vary much ijlr.

very clear presentation and we understand it very veil. It e
would be .iclpfal if you would leave with us your paper from
.which you have spoken that the record will show exactlyso
what you said. meh and we si ch to

express our thanks to’your cooperative for having sent you
to give us this message today, -’hank you very much.

.’hen we have t ie Chairman and /ice Chairman of the Can ..ntonio
/illage Council. I have it

correct and you are the Chairman? And nr. Iruno fzib you are

the Vice Chairman of tie village council of .Can Antonio
village, Cayo district;

Yes that is correct.
olir. Courtenay: And you have a presentation to make to us?

nt. Tzib: I just want to mention some these. As the Chairman of the o

San Antonio ‘'illage Council I come before the special select

committee to support tie Government ./hite ?aper for the
Independence of lelize. We ask that the following be included:

(1) The.3elizean j'lag which was proposed thirty-one years
ago and accepted by the people.

(2) That the Jelizean anthem, LanAs of the Gods be. included. •

(3) That the official lang sage be English (this would avoid

documents to be made in more than one language).

(4) That the boundaries of lelize be outlined and included

in the New Constitution (e.g. -io londo and .liver Aarstoonthat

ialf iioon Caye to tiebe written in the document and that fro 1

Western harder).
•> i

This is all I have to say an' I fully support this proposal.

Thank you very much for coning for >ard and please thank thenr. Courtenay: 0

the Committee thanks them for allowing you two to cone forward

’/e are very grateful for that.and tell us how they feel.

Gods and our nation should have a flag that should

And we thank you very

-n ' this is Ar. Jedalfo Tzib,

nr. 3runo Tzib:

people from the .ban -..ntonio Village tell them thank you, that

Cut, I think that is very clear,
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■ Thank you very much.

A3ib:i.r. ?hank you.

Courtenay: from the Can Antonio Farmers>ir.

andCooperative.»
yon are the Secretary of the 'ian Antonio Farmers Cooperative

aoociety, right?

member of the cooperative,

'./hatand you cone together to speak far your cooperative.

do you have to tell us?

i-ai : './e have come here to support the Government ./hite Paperr.r. on

the New Constitution for the Independent lelise, we firmly

believe that the /hite Paper has been properly urepired and

that the following important item was left out:

be official. So that we do(1) That the English .nguage

language.

(2) u'e want to include the Jelisean national Anthem;

which we have been accustomed to' for the last thirty one

years.

(3) ./e want to include the Jeliaean Flag that has been

proposed by our party for the past thirty one years.

Those are the proposals of your Cooperative. Cell again, Ii.r. Courtenay:

think this submission was very clear and we all understand

Cooperative the thanks of this committee for coming here to

express their wishes and their views.' ‘/e thank you very very

much and we would be grateful if you 7oul<' leave your little

which helps to keep the records

straight, right'? Thank you.

Then we have Hr. Nicholas juntos, President of the Gan

Antonio Grains and Peanut Cooperative -ociety Limited, and

Nicholas is the President and you are the;eyes .Cantos.i,r.

Secretary of the Cooperative?

what your society thinks about the ./hite Paper?

I

Then we have a delegation

not have the problem of hiving documents hade in lore than one

piece of paper with us

it, but we would wish that you /ould take back to your

:r. Fr incisco Tiib, nle.ise have a seat.

And with you here is iir. l.ai, am I correct?

l;r. dernardino m.ni, an 1 you are a

Now you have come to tell us



Yes Senor,

Cooperatives ni lited, on
$we

. Courtenay: de are pleased to hear your support .yes. <3
nr. Santos: ■/e have

lelisean National Anthem bePaper and wish to ask that fie
lelisean flag be incorporated, that theincluded, that the

have the problem that exist in Canada.
mr. Courtenay: /ould you like to addAny you made those four proposals?

anything?
iir. Santos:

close label.

I understand everything in respect of thiscompulsory labour.

but I like to know why the Government wouldn't put
owage.

C3
Courtenay: You would also like to aid.the inclusion of the minimum wage.

Thank you both very much and please tell your members that
very pleased that they sent you to come to us to tell

Thanks to then and to you forus what they think, right?

coning.
! my list is iir. bando and you are

from -.ranch mouth.

I want to explain myself in Spanish.

You want'to explain yourself in Spanish, well go rightiir. Courtenay:

Iir. ©'bando is saying that he is happy with the White Paper

and he is very worried about the foreigners, Salvadoreans,

Guatemalans, lexicons competing for land and in some instances o

they have gotten lam’ before the leliseans.
o

iir. Courtenay:
and I am sure that we have earned a little rest and perhaps

food and therefore adjourn tnis session until 2:')0some
o'clock this afternoon, in case t loro is anybody else who

English Language be tie

i.r. Qbando:

a minimum

And the last one on

we are

come to ircscat >ur support for the ‘•‘overnment Jiite

- 42 -
in behalf of the members ->f the Producers

No one shall be required to perform forced or

I don't have anybody else on my list, and it's already 12:15

ahead nr. Obando.

No, as the Secretary I got this section (e) from section

behalf of our members, 36 members

official language, so that we do not

‘-r- Saitos:

came and support tie Jhite Paper.
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So I .'eclare this session adjournwants to cotie before us.

until 2:00 o'clock this afternoon.

Thank you.
«b iir. The sitting of the Joint Select Committee on the convassing-sogers:

with those citizens with their -/hite Paper, will now comence,

let ne repeat that an.! emphasize that the Committee gets its

authority from the Resolution of the National Assembly of the

-louse of Representatives and the Senate to visit all the

districts Towns to hear the views of the citizens on the

Jhite Paper. Let me also repeat and emphasize that the
proceedings of this Committee should not be published before

It is now in -the Committee makes its report to the louse.
order to hear the first citizen who wish to.come forward to

give his views on the ,/e have on the orderCiite Paper.
paper here the name of i-.r. Come forward(5

citizen, so we have your
Iir. Iradley: 411 Iranch Road, San Ignacio

Representative of a Group or as a Citizen?Hr. And you appearRogers:

PrivateIir. Sradley: itizen

Please give us yjur views.Hr. Rogers:
first an 1 foremost in the principles and those on theWell,i>r. Jradley:

Jhite Paper I must commend those who were responsible in the
it's quite reasonablemaking up, I knew it took quite sone tine,

few things in there that I would

principle of Governor-General but I do not agree that the
I think it ■Governor-General tenure of office is indefinite,

inin regards to what I said,should be something... Yes,
regards to the post of 'Governor-General, I sup iort it, but

what I do not agree with is his time of office it says that he

will be there with the pleasure of the Queen, I think it

should.be something like how we propose a speaker to sit here

I

5

1*

as a

r

it's good but there are a

Andrei dradley.
name, can we have your address?

or lets .say five years ten years like ether posting, I don't

like to make some suggestions, for example, I agree in the

should.be
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tnink they should have Governor-General there at tae tenth,a'
0fifteenth, twenty five years 1 don'tor

period .of time and alsoagree to that maybe they should set O
age here, like how t.iey would say for the speaker of the louse.

iiaybe they should set age, in certain things 1-ike a
Age of the Governor...

iir. Bradley: Yes, a minimum 1 am not able to set ....ell,age,
Hr. liusa: That's a good question;
iir. Bradley: Yes, it is
I<r. -iogers: /.nd what would be your mini;ium?

. Bradley: Thirty-five
...ogers: maximum 70 years and minimum 35 years.

i<r. Bradley: A next point I would like. . . in regards to this Civil Service

Commission, where it says there, the Civil Servant will be

supervised or be run by a Commission appointed by the Governor-
General on the advice of the Yes, riy personal view is that
you should hot tie the hands of the Teoples Elected .represen
tative. I believe that it should be run by a ministry instead

of a Commission because you h.-.ve Civil Servants that should be

responsible to the elected .epresent.atives of the People in

elected that these people are not being directly responsible,

should be under a ministry.

v.-1. Iir. Bradley anything more?mr. Rogers:

iir. Bradley:

where we could recall a member because of not doing his duty c*

instead of waiting five years for a General Election has seen
a

amount of registered voters.you know... signed a petition to

Your proposal is for elected bodies.i.r. -togers:

Government and must be fair to the electorate and to the person

a good question, maybe 70 years no ol ler.

mr. Bogers:

of the Elected representative for the . .'own Board, and not see

Yes, with regards to not only to members of the louse of

a provider for a record,

whatever you know.

another country's you can be citizen, initiative with certain

recall and they have recall election..

the minister's are responsible for Civil .Service, 1 think it

i.epresentative and the louse of Senate but the municipal
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ml doing

their job,3... I woul ! like to make'I es, mother suggestion

support., If somebody proposed earlier if I'm -lot here, other
6 allegiance to the ”1 ig.places wita regards to a pledge

A pledge of Allegiance.

Yes, lelizean Pledge of Allegiance, plus there should be an

oath, like /hen the Pri.ie Ainister takes office and the
Minister of iovernnent there shoal 1 be special administeringa
oath in the Constitution.
I wanted to give :?.y views there... god piece of work
so far.
You commend the items, Any ;; isstions .of . r. Jradley,yes.
members of the
behalf of the Committee.

hr. Jradley: You are welcome, Ihank you.*
hr." Aogers: a inear before theIs there anyone else who would wish to cone,

Committee. Your name please
hr. .loaches Albert Gabriel loaches.

:ir. And you live where, Ar. -loaches?-ogers:

hr. 7 Caurch Street, Jan Ignacio,.oaches:
i.nd you appear as?..'.ogers:i<r.

As a Citizen.Ar. .oaches:
your views on the Jhite Paper.i.r. ..ogers:

my views is just on Citizenship Section 12 says, "OnJell,^ouches:hr.

the day of the independence if Jelize, the persons folio/ing
citizen of lolize:shall be entitled to be registered

lb) any per son/who has been resident continuously in Jelize

for a period of five years immediately prior to the day of

Independence, '• I think there are a lot of questions in our aind

that can be asked about that for example will there be any

provision that this particular person will have to provide

formal document to prove that he has

been in the country for so long or for period of five years,a

i

•r. 3radley:

serving the >eoole

as a

Please give us

some form of document,

i-r. 3ralley:

i.r. Aogers:

Yes, like that t icy wo.il bo lore

Ar. .iogers:

Committee, if aot, I wish to thank you on

it';; a
Veil those are the main points that

(a) the spouse of a Jclizean citizen, .not.toouban but bhisf
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'influx of people from theis this .in

4 neighbouring borders zho way not ue people w 10border, we

political .1 ’vancoacnt in the future.consider
/other hostile countries, NowThe i.iany agents coning in from

►
would there be any formal documents that wb hate. to produce

legal port of entry andenter this country through a
1 I have iver.stayed my time when Ihave my documents here an

was here in such a period.
r,r. .iogers: You would have to prove residence of your period five years

prior to Independence.

Jelize, and maybe they do not have .any legal documents.
/no h we lived1'his is providing for legal residence, peoplei-;r. .-iogers:

legally....«
-oaches: Yes,r;r.

Mr. -iogers: the proof could still be required, you asked aOtherwise,
question whether there will be proof.

Yes,.teaches:hr.

hr. There will be proof.

Then it says that...hr. -oaches:
Je want to know-re you suggesting any change in that...hr. -iogers:

your proposal,
with what you said, that yes they have to.ioaches:hr.

lelizeanprovide some formal document.
Citizen on the day of Independence of ielize the person

Now the spousefollowing will register as
lelizean but my wife isnow 11 mof a 3elizean Citizen, a

i want this clarify, will be then that she
T

wi .l be entitle’ to apply to be a-3elizean or she after that

lelizean... That's what the,;r. -iogers:
port says,

following shall be entitled to be registeredpersons

e

agree

|
9

..iogers:

an 1 one of the question is that realizing that Independence

3ay, the spouse of a

not a Jelizean now,

She is entitle! to register as a

as a

Jetrinene to our

or .io you agree with it.

on the lay of the Independence of lelize, the

year, there will be

a jelizean Citizen.

nr. -oaches:

Jell, I

Well, you know some people lave lived t leir life time here in

sac vzill become a jelizean.
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lelizean. -hey ire entitled.
be son.1 type of modification t icreI don't think if shoul '

/ife to be... ..'ell, the thingon that one because don't want :iy
but 8'W nose she ion t good tois, I would like ny wife to be,

• Rogers: There will be other things...
■ .caches:..r. • ell, this is what I zant to find

l.r. Rogers: You become a Citizen right

record of the place you lived and the pl ice here inRecord,

which you lived during that tine, that is the pronciale.

-'•caches.
l.r. -coaches: lelizean Citizen shall

be entitled to the 3e.liz.ean Citizen .-.egistr ut ion,
loll this is the Sectionjust what he said just now right,

(b) actually that
n

i think that I really support the Jhite Paper.Other than that 1
hr. Kogers: Thank you very much, Ur >o aches

Any questions?

thanks you.

Are there any other citizen representing groupsCommittee?
or individuals -/ho would like to appear before this Committee?

ICommittee is about to adjourn the sitting in lan Ignacio.

wish to thank all the citizen of Can Ignacio particularly
those who cane before this Committee to give up tie benefits

r'or that..'kite Paper.of their views on the

and we adjourn nt 2:25.

Let's just stand together.
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a zay you have to bring Police

Is there any other pers -n wishing to appear before the

we thank you

If there is a person who marries a

There is no one who will appear before the lon.iittee, the

Yes, izr.

Jell, that’s

If there is no other question, this Committee

1 was more worried about that anything else.

be a -Jelizean, You know...

l.r. ■coaches:


